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Geo culture of Geo public is a complicated process of authority, culture and geo
graphical environment due to informing developed movement and replacing in period
of time and in the geographical environment of ideology like of these social processes
in fact geo culture is a composition of replacement- space processes of cultural
authority between different actors and by the same persistent action, special cultural
view is produced in this time, Iran and caring of that in the current world, is the most
necessary duty of majority of people as cultural behavior of any Iranian people in all
of the world could make them to be affected in improvement Islamic0 Iranian
education image between other people. Although science 35 years ago our culture
society is a kind of expectation for them reason, independent subject in management
of country like exterritorial media are informing for development of Islamic Iranian
culture. These subject are enhanced in the last subjects that for many centuries have
worked in our region because of caring Iranian of strange of caring Iranian of strange
culture and by that it is produced a complication of proctors of modern culture of Iran
(media) for the same reason production of exterritorial networks of Islamic republic
of Iran is known as a necessity in promotion of Islamic education. Media and new
inventions of communications with geopolitical attitude are the most important
factors of authority, so assay affection of radio and TV and exterritorial sites of
Islamic republic of Iran by descriptive method on geo culture convergence of Islamic
countries and their role convergence of Islamic countries.
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